
Preparing a VRI Strategic Inventory Plan (VSIP)  
for Ground Sampling and Photo Interpretation

Proponents wishing to start a VRI inventory are advised that they must complete a 
Strategic Vegetation Resources Inventory Plan (VSIP). This is a mandatory activity 
required by FIA to ensure that all key stakeholders understand the technical and 
business issues associated with a VRI investment. This plan must be signed off by 
the Ministry of Forests and Range (MOFR) Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch 
(FAIB) to ensure that the appropriate standards are referenced and that all key 
business issues have been identified.  

If a VSIP has already been completed, proponents are well advised to review the 
plan for currency to existing standards and relevance to current business. 

Over the past several years VRI Strategic Level planning exercises have been 
completed in numerous units throughout B.C. For more information on the status of 
these plans please contact the regional MOFR inventory contact or the VRI Audit 
coordinator at FAIB. Examples of VSIPs are attached for general reference. 

A VRI strategic inventory plan (VSIP) broadly outlines the VRI activities and products 
needed to address the identified forest management issues. There are no guidelines 
for VSIP, however, you should have the following: 

• an Introduction section, which will discuss background information, vegetation 
resources inventory and over riding principles; 

• a business consideration section, which will discuss land base, forest 
management considerations, inventory history and inventory issues; 

• an inventory plan section which will discuss inventory objectives, approach, 
target population, sample selection, net volume adjustment factor sampling, 
within polygon variation sampling, implementation and provincial ground 
sampling; 

• a plan sign-off indicating that MOFR FAIB VRI standards are being followed 
and that concerns are being addressed in the plan. The final plan must be 
signed by the appropriate MOFR representatives [download here] (document 
can also be found in the standards webpage.) 

Two VSIP examples are provided: Prince George and Mackenzie. For more VSIP 
reports, go to http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/reports&pub/vri_vripub.html

• VRI Strategic Inventory Plan (VSIP) -  
Prince George Forest District - 
January 2000 

[download pdf]

• VRI Strategic Inventory Plan (VSIP) -  
Mackenzie Forest District - December 
2000 

[download pdf]

 

http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/standards/plan/vsip_sign-off.doc
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/reports&pub/vri_vripub.html
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/reports&pub/tsa_vsips/pgeorgefd_vri_vsip.pdf
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/reports&pub/tsa_vsips/mackenziefd_vri_vsip.pdf

